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Abstract. With eye gaze tracking technology entering the consumer market,
there is an increased interest in using it as an input device, similar to the mouse.
This holds promise for situations where a typical desk space is not available.
While gaze seems natural for pointing, it is inherently inaccurate, which makes
the design of fast and accurate methods for clicking targets (“click alternatives”) difficult. We investigate click alternatives that combine gaze with a
standard keyboard (“gaze & key click alternatives”) to achieve an experience
where the user's hands can remain on the keyboard all the time. We propose
three novel click alternatives (“Letter Assignment”, “Offset Menu” and “Ray
Selection”) and present an experiment that compares them with a naive gaze
pointing approach (“Gaze & Click”) and the mouse. The experiment uses a randomized, realistic click task in a web browser to collect data about click times
and click accuracy, as well as asking users for their preference. Our results indicate that eye gaze tracking is currently too inaccurate for the Gaze & Click approach to work reliably. While Letter Assignment and Offset Menu were usable
and a large improvement, they were still significantly slower and less accurate
than the mouse.
Keywords: Eye gaze tracking, click alternative, keyboard.
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Introduction

Pointing is a natural activity of the human eye: when we look at an object, this is a
good indicator that the object is currently occupying our attention; this rule of thumb
has become a core principle in research based on gaze tracking. As a result, gaze
tracking is a promising technology for natural user interfaces. It does not require
learning any new techniques. With eye gaze tracking devices entering the consumer
market at prices similar to gaming mice, there is a growing interest among users as
well as in the HCI community.
Gaze trackers hold promise for a variety of situations. They have become an established assistive technology for improving accessibility. While gaze tracking has yet to
become a widely used technology, it holds promise for work away from the desk,
especially with laptops. Laptops can provide a keyboard similar to desktop devices,
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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but they have no adequate surface for a normal mouse, e.g. when used on the lap.
Furthermore, the use of a mouse in typical productive work requires users to switch a
hand between keyboard and mouse frequently, which incurs a time penalty. The use
of gaze for pointing would allow users to keep their hands on the keyboard more persistently. In any case, users must identify a target visually before moving the mouse to
click it, which means that eye gaze tracking could lead to more direct and fluent interaction. Gaze tracking technology may also mitigate some of the problems of repetitive
strain injury (RSI) related to mouse overuse.
While pointing with the eyes may seem easy from a user's perspective, eye gaze
tracking technology inherently suffers from inaccuracy. First, there are technical challenges of calibration, resolution, tracking volume, changing lighting conditions, variances in the anatomy of the face and eyes, and optical properties of visual aids such as
glasses and contact lenses. All these factors make it difficult to achieve a good tracking accuracy for all users. Second, there are physiological limitations: involuntary eye
movements such as jitter and drifts, blinks, and the size of our fovea which also provides clear vision of objects that are not exactly on the point of gaze. These challenges and limitations make it difficult to design methods for pointing and clicking UI
elements based on gaze (“click alternatives”) that are fast and accurate.
In this research we investigate click alternatives that make use of eye gaze tracking
for pointing and a standard keyboard for clicking (“gaze & key click alternatives”).
This fills a gap in the current literature, which mostly focuses on purely gaze-based or
gesture-based click alternatives using techniques such as zooming, dwell time thresholds and confirm buttons. We propose three novel gaze & key click alternatives (“Letter Assignment”, “Offset Menu” and “Ray Selection”), specify them formally using
state machines and discuss their underlying design decisions. In an experimental
study we compare the click alternatives with naive gaze-pointing and keyboard clicking (“Gaze and Click”) and the mouse. We address the following research questions:
RQ1. How can fast and accurate gaze & key click alternatives be designed?
RQ2. How do gaze & key click alternatives compare with each other and the mouse?
RQ3. Are gaze & key click alternatives mature enough for everyday general use?
Our results shed light on the problems and opportunities of gaze & key click alternatives, providing guidance for interaction designers of gaze-based user interfaces.
Furthermore, we share information and resources that will help other researchers perform realistic click alternative evaluations. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
 Three novel gaze & key click alternatives with formal state machine specifications.
 An experimental comparison of gaze & key click alternatives, with insights into
the interaction design and general usability of such technologies.
 An experimental procedure for the evaluation of click alternatives and an opensource implementation of the aforementioned gaze & key click alternatives.
Section 2 summarizes related work about gaze-based click alternatives. Section 3
describes the design of the proposed gaze & key click alternatives. Section 4 de-

scribes the experimental methodology used. Section 5 gives an overview of the results, and Section 6 discusses them. Section 7 summarizes conclusions and points out
future research directions.

2

Related Work

Eye gaze tracking as a pointing device currently lacks the accuracy required to be
used as a simple point & click device [1-5], for a number of different reasons. Firstly,
the fovea of the eye, which is responsible for sharp central vision, covers about one
degree of visual angle [4,6]. This relatively large angle means that it may be difficult
for the eye gaze tracker to accurately pinpoint what the user is looking at on the
screen, especially if the target is small such as an icon or text. At a distance of 65cm
from the screen, the eye can view an area of about 1.1cm diameter clearly. Furthermore, our gaze subconsciously drifts or jumps to other points of interest. As a result,
it takes a conscious effort from the user to hold the gaze in an area for a length of time
[5]. These eye gaze tracking inaccuracies cannot be solved by simply upgrading the
hardware; therefore different software solutions have been built to increase the accuracy in pinpointing the user's gaze.
Zhang et al. [7] proposed techniques to improve the stability of an eye gaze cursor,
using force fields, speed reduction and warping to a target’s center. Force fields act as
a kind of magnet for the cursor: the algorithm attempts to deduce the user's intent and
tries to prevent the cursor from veering off target. Cursor speed reduction was found
to increase speed and accuracy when using the eye gaze pointer for medium-size targets. Such techniques are useful, but do not improve the accuracy of eye gaze cursors
sufficiently for general use.
The most obvious and natural purely gaze-based click alternative is “dwell”, which
clicks a target after the gaze dwells on it for a certain time. For simple object selection
tasks, dwell can be significantly faster than the mouse [8]. However, while it has been
successfully used for specialized UIs such as carefully-designed menus [9,10], dwell
alone is generally insufficient as a general click alternative because it is not accurate
enough for small targets. Hardware buttons for clicking seem slightly faster than simple dwell with a typical 0.4 seconds dwell threshold, but less accurate as people tend
to click before the gaze has fully settled on the target [11]. The accuracy can be improved by taking into account system lag and delaying triggers accordingly [12].
One approach to address the lack of accuracy is to enlarge or zoom in on the general area of the user's gaze. EyePoint [13] magnifies the area around the gaze when a
hotkey is pressed, and performs a click at the point of gaze in the magnified view
when the hotkey is released. The reported click times are fast (below 2 seconds), but
there are problems with accuracy (error rate exceeding 10%). There are similar techniques relying only on gaze: Zoom Navigator [3] continuously magnifies the area the
user is looking at, until it is clear what the target is and the target is automatically
clicked. If correcting movements are made, Zoom Navigator zooms out for a short
period before continuing to zoom in again.

Most zooming techniques overlay the area under the cursor with a magnification,
so context is lost. There are techniques to mitigate the loss of contextual information,
such as fish-eye lenses and offset magnifying glasses. Ashmore et al. [14] investigated a dwell-activated fish-eye lens with a continuous fish-eye zoom, which preserves
but distorts the context around the target. FingerGlass [15] employs an offset magnifying glass which never covers the zoomed-in area for touch-based interaction. However, when applying offset techniques in gaze-based interaction, one must consider
that the offset content will immediately attract the user’s gaze.
Bates et al. [4] investigated gaze clicking with zooming and found a clear relationship between the target size and the level of magnification used by a user when targeting a small area. Participants would zoom in until the target is just larger than the pretest measured pointing accuracy of the eye gaze tracker. It was also found that the
participants had difficulty maintaining focus on a target during the selection process.
The time spent correcting the cursor position on targets was the largest portion of
non-productive time spent carrying out the tasks. This emphasizes the need for additional techniques to address the inaccuracy of gaze cursors.
ceCursor [2] uses transparent directional buttons located around the area the user is
looking at. The buttons, which are activated by dwelling on them, can be used to
move a cursor. This technique is accurate (even for small targets) but slow, taking on
average 11.95 seconds. Using a keyboard, it would be straightforward to use the directional keys in a similar manner. But while accurate, this would be slow compared
to the speed of gaze.
The gaze-based WeyeB browser [1] uses a combination of dwell and eye gestures
for link navigation. Once the user is looking at the desired target, they must flick their
eyes upwards and then back downwards to click a link. If multiple links are under the
general area of the cursor, a large secondary drop down menu with the different link
options is displayed – an alternative to zooming. The combination of dwell and eye
gestures solved the “Midas touch” problem, i.e. inadvertent clicking that can occur
when using dwell alone. Gaze & key click alternatives generally do not suffer from
the Midas touch, as a key can be used to clearly signal a click.
Another method of improving the accuracy of pointing with eye gaze is to use facial movements to refine the cursor position [16]. Four electrodes are placed on the user
in order to capture electromyogram (EMG) signals from muscles in the face. The user
first looks at the approximate target location, then uses facial movements to incrementally move the cursor, and finally performs click actions using other facial movements. While this increased accuracy to near mouse levels, it was still about four
times slower (more than 4 seconds per click).
Some approaches combine gaze tracking with a physical pointing device. MAGIC
[17] moves the pointer quickly to the gaze position to speed up pointing, using the
mouse for finer movements and clicking. The Rake Cursor [18] shows a grid of multiple mouse pointers simultaneously, moving the whole grid with the mouse and selecting the active pointer in the grid by gaze. It successfully reduces mouse movements as the pointer closest to a target can be used. The Gaze-enhanced User Interface
Design (GUIDe) [19] combines gaze with keyboard and mouse to improve various
common tasks.

3

Click Alternative Design

Four gaze & key click alternatives were designed and implemented as follows. The
Ray Selection alternative is included here, but was not used in the experiment for
reasons outlined later in this section. All click alternatives are designed with a web
browser as the basis, so the targets in the following examples are hyperlinks. The
click alternatives can also be applied to other types of targets. All click alternatives
were implemented in Java using the Webkit1 web browser engine as a basis. They are
freely available as open-source software2.
3.1

Gaze & Click

This is the simplest of the four click alternatives: gaze is used for pointing and a hotkey (we chose the ‘F’ key) is used for clicking. If the hotkey is pressed while the recorded gaze position is directly on a link, then the link is clicked. Otherwise, no link is
clicked. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the implementation. Figure 2 illustrates the
overall interaction in a state machine diagram, using the notation from [20]. Its
modeless nature is clearly expressed in the presence of a single state.
As indicated by the related work, it is very hard to use this click alternative, and
this was confirmed in our pilot study. In particular, it was simply too difficult for the
users to know if a link is currently underneath the recorded gaze position. It was necessary to add a visual gaze cursor, an orange dot representing the user’s current gaze
position. While it may be possible to hide the gaze cursor for larger targets, most textual hyperlinks are simply too small given the typical inaccuracy of gaze tracking.
With a visible gaze cursor users are at least aware of the gaze tracking error and can
compensate for it by adjusting their gaze.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the Gaze & Click implementation (note the gaze cursor after “integrated”)

Gaze
visible

Press hotkey
while gaze on link
Link clicked

Fig. 2. State machine of the Gaze & Click alternative

1
2

http://www.webkit.org/
http://github.com/aucklandhci/gazebrowser

3.2

Letter Assignment

The main idea of the Letter Assignment alternative is to assign letters to links close to
the gaze and allow the user to choose between them by pressing the corresponding
key. This is similar to hotkeys, with the difference that assigned letters are shown near
the gaze and both gaze and keys are used for disambiguating targets. The use of gaze
ensures that all visible links are clickable with a single keystroke even on crowded
pages. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the implementation. Figure 4 shows the state
machine diagram. After gazing at an area with at least one hyperlink, a unique capitalized letter is drawn slightly above all hyperlinks within a radius around the gaze position. The letter shown for each hyperlink is chosen as the first available character in
the label of the link, making it easier for users to anticipate the letter for a link. If
there is no unique character in the hyperlink’s label, the next available letter in the
alphabet is used instead. To click the hyperlink, the user presses the corresponding
key.
A white rectangle is drawn behind the overlaid letter to allow easier reading of the
letter; since the hyperlinks are often quite close to other text, the overlaid letters could
otherwise be hard to make out. A drop shadow is drawn behind the overlaid letters, on
top of the white rectangle, to give the illusion of layering; the overlaid letters are on
top and the web browser is the background. The user will naturally want to interact
with the top-most layer. The color of the letters is kept black (the same as most of the
text on the page) to make them less distracting, so they can be ignored more easily if
clicking hyperlinks is not the user’s intention.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the Letter Assignment implementation
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Fig. 4. State machine of the Letter Assignment click alternative

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the Offset Menu implementation

Gaze not on the same
menu option for 200ms

Release hotkey

Menu
invisible

Press and hold
hotkey

Menu
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Gaze on menu
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Option
selected

Release hotkey
Link clicked
Fig. 6. State machine of the Offset Menu click alternative

3.3

Offset Menu

The main idea of the Offset Menu is similar to that of confirm buttons [20], i.e. buttons that are used to confirm a click action after pointing with gaze. Instead of dwellactivated confirm buttons in a page margin, a menu with buttons is activated with a
hotkey (we chose the ‘F’ key again). Because the menu cannot appear accidentally, as
with the dwell-activated confirm buttons, the menu can be placed at an offset to the
gaze position without disruption. A screenshot of the implementation is shown in Fig.
5 and the state machine diagram in Fig. 6. When the user presses and holds the hotkey, a menu is displayed at an offset above the current gaze position. If the offset
menu would be cut off by any screen edge, it is shifted to display correctly. The menu
contains an entry for each hyperlink within a radius of the reported gaze, i.e. the same
set of hyperlinks as in Letter Assignment. If there are no hyperlinks in the vicinity, no
menu is drawn. While still holding down the hotkey, the user can shift their gaze to
one of the menu options, and the menu option will turn green to show it is currently
selected. The user can then release the hotkey, and whichever menu option is currently selected will be clicked. If no menu option is selected when the hotkey is released,
no hyperlink will be clicked. There is a de-selection threshold of 200ms, to prevent
jitter in the gaze coordinates from unintentionally de-selecting an option.
A drop shadow is again drawn behind the menu options to create the illusion of
layering; the menu options are on top and the web page is in the background. The
selected option is green because the color green affords “going forward”, much like a

traffic light. The size of the menu options is large enough to allow for some inaccuracy and imprecision in gaze tracking. The text is centered, drawing the user’s attention
to the center of the menu option to make it easier to select.
3.4

Ray Selection

The main idea of this alternative is to disambiguate links by selecting the direction of
the intended target, similar to a radial menu. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the implementation. Figure 8 shows the state machine diagram. When the user presses and
holds the hotkey (we chose the ‘F’ key again), a ray is drawn from the recorded gaze
point at the time the hotkey was pressed (the start point) towards the current gaze
point. This ray is redrawn as the current gaze point changes. The ray may intersect
with hyperlinks. The intersected hyperlink closest to the current gaze point is the selected hyperlink; it is highlighted with a red border and its name is drawn at the end of
the ray, at the user’s current gaze position, to let the user know which hyperlink is
currently selected. When the user releases the hotkey, the selected hyperlink is
clicked. If no hyperlink intersects the ray, no link is clicked.
The selected hyperlink’s name is drawn on a semi-opaque white background, so it
is possible to read the name even against background text. A drop shadow creates the
illusion of layers, similar to Letter Assignment and Offset Menu. The selected hyperlink is highlighted with a red border to make it clear to the user which hyperlink is
selected, even if the user is not looking at it directly.

Fig. 7. Screenshot of the Ray Selection implementation
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Fig. 8. State machine of the Ray Selection click alternative

Link
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During our pilot study, it became clear that this alternative exhibited several clear
disadvantages, to a degree that it was clearly not worth to include it into the main
study. We present this alternative in the interest of reporting also negative results, so
that others can learn from our experience. Users often found it very difficult to click
the desired hyperlink as they were unsure where to look to select a target. In particular, they found it difficult to change the currently selected hyperlink if it was not the
desired one. The start point would typically already be close to the target (as in Fig.
7), forcing users to look beyond the target to make the ray point into the right direction despite gaze tracking inaccuracy. Our experience with this alternative illustrates
the problems of separating gaze from intention, i.e. of making users look at anything
that is not clearly a target.

4

Methodology

The usability study was conducted using a within-subjects design to reduce error variance stemming from individual performance differences. The independent variable is
the click alternative used to complete the given tasks. The dependent variables measured are “time taken to click link” (click time) and “number of incorrect clicks” (inaccuracy). Ease of use was measured using the System Usability Scale (SUS) [21].
A 30 inch 144 Hz LCD monitor with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, a standard
QWERTY keyboard and standard mouse with the default Win7 configuration were
used. A Tobii X2-30W eye gaze tracker with a refresh rate of 30Hz was mounted on a
tripod below the monitor in a non-intrusive space. A fully adjustable chair with headrest and armrests allowed participants with various heights to be well within the tracking volume of the gaze tracker, helped keep their head still and be overall comfortable
for the duration of the experiment. The room was lit by fluorescent lights, and the
blinds were closed to block sunlight from interfering with the eye gaze tracker.
After filling out a pre-experiment demographics questionnaire, the participants
were comfortably seated and the chair adjusted to best fit the eye gaze tracker’s usable parameters. Before each click alternative was started, the eye gaze tracker was
calibrated using Tobii's EyeX software, which took 20-30 seconds. Additional calibration was provided if the participant moved around too much or found the calibration to be too inaccurate. Calibration was then measured using a custom program
which logged how close the gaze tracker coordinates were to each of nine on-screen
calibration points.
A generic clicking task was used to measure click time and accuracy, in a series of
40 hyperlinks pseudo-randomly chosen from Wikipedia. We chose Wikipedia because it is one of the most visited websites and all the participants had used it in the
past. An offline Wikipedia3 was used to ensure all the pages were static and consistent. For each click alternative, participants were allowed as much “free-play” time
as they wanted, so they could learn how the click alternative worked properly and get
used to navigating Wikipedia pages.
3

http://schools-wikipedia.org/

Fig. 9. Screenshots of the task: a brief countdown (left) followed by highlighting of the click
target (right)

Participants were told to click the target hyperlinks as fast and accurately as they
could. Before each click, a brief countdown was shown, and then the target link was
highlighted with a thick black rectangle (Fig. 9) until a click was performed. The
series of target hyperlinks was the same for each participant, as the same starting seed
was used. When a participant accidentally clicked the wrong target, the browser
would still navigate to the correct target for consistency. For each click alternative the
first 10 clicks were training trials; only the following 30 clicks were used for later
analysis. The order in which participants used the click alternatives was permuted to
mitigate order bias and training effects.
All clicks were logged in a CSV file together with fine-grained events, such as the
time the target was found and the time a button was pressed. After each click alternative was tested, a post-task questionnaire was filled out by the participant, which contained the ten SUS questions answered on a five-point Likert-scale. After completing
the tasks using all four click alternatives, a post-experiment questionnaire was filled
in, which asked the participants to rank the click alternatives from one to four, with
one the best. An optional comment section allowed participants to explain their rankings and express their thoughts on each of the click alternatives.

5

Results

The experimental data set is available on the web4. 20 participants successfully took
part in the main experiment (16 men and 4 women). There was one other participant
for whom we were unable to calibrate the eye gaze tracker. The unsuccessful calibration was most likely due to a very high difference in his glasses’ strength between the
left and right eye. The participants were all aged between 19 and 45, with a variety of
ethnicities and a range of disciplines including Computer Science, Engineering and
Psychology. Participants indicated reading between 2 and 12 hours a day (median
5.5), and using the computer between 3 and 12 hours a day (median 8.0). Nine partic4

http://github.com/aucklandhci/gazebrowser/tree/master/datasets/

ipants wore either glasses or contact lenses of varying strengths. In total, 2400 clicks
were measured, recorded and analyzed (600 for every condition). Table 1 summarizes
the results.
5.1

Performance

A one-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted to test the effect of the click alternative on click time, showing a very significant effect (F(3, 1797)=46.97, p
<0.0001). Paired samples t-tests with Holm correction were used to make post hoc
comparisons between the conditions. There were significant differences between the
click times of all conditions (p<0.001) except for Letter Assignment and Offset Menu
(p=0.13). It is clear that Gaze & Click is the slowest and the mouse is the fastest click
alternative. This is illustrated in more detail in the click time distributions in Figs. 1013. The red line shows the cumulative percentage over all measured clicks.
Another one-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted to test the effect of the
click alternative on the number of correct clicks, showing a very significant effect
(F(3, 72)=9.97, p <0.0001). Paired samples t-tests with Holm correction were used to
make post hoc comparisons between the conditions. Similar to click time, there were
significant differences between the numbers of correct clicks of all conditions
(p<0.01) except for Letter Assignment and Offset Menu (p=0.10). It is clear that Gaze
& Click is the least accurate and the mouse is the most accurate click alternative.
Participants clearly had problems clicking the correct links with Gaze & Click, and
also some problems with Letter Assignment and Offset Menu. The click time distributions indicate that the gaze & key alternatives suffer from a fairly large number of
outliers compared to the mouse. However, Letter Assignment and Offset Menu are a
large improvement over Gaze & Click. Some of the typical comments on performance
from the participants are as follows:
 “Letter assignment was quick and easy to use. Mouse beats the other two because
it was far more accurate”
 “Mouse is the one I’m used to. Offset Menu was quick and accurate. Letter Assignment required whole keyboard. Gaze and click was super inaccurate”
 “Gaze & click with very accurate eye tracker would outperform the other two”
 “Offset: had to literally search the alternatives  cumbersome. Gaze and click:
sometimes hard to hit target. Letter assignment: good but change of focus between
keyboard and screen not ideal. Mouse: slow movement speed”

Table 1. Summary of results (click time in seconds)
Gaze & Click
Click time mean
Click time std. dev.
Click time median
Click time median 95% CI
Incorrect clicks
SUS score mean
SUS score std. dev.
Rank mean

Offset Menu

Mouse

4.28
7.17
2.07

Letter
Assignment
2.71
3.94
1.79

3.03
3.24
2.00

1.26
0.47
1.16

[1.84, 2.31]
35.33%
53.7
14.4
3.85

[1.70, 1.88]
10.17%
71.6
14.9
2.48

[1.92, 2.09]
6.5%
77.1
13.5
2.38

[1.14, 1.20]
0.5%
91.5
9.2
1.3

Fig. 10. Click time distribution for the Gaze & Click alternative

Fig. 11. Click time distribution for the Letter Assignment alternative

Fig. 12. Click time distribution for the Offset Menu alternative

Fig. 13. Click time distribution for the mouse (note the beginning of the time-to-click axis at 0s
as opposed to 0.5s in the previous figures)

5.2

Usability

Figure 14 shows the mean SUS scores of the click alternatives. A one-way withinsubjects ANOVA was conducted to test the effect of the click alternative on SUS
score, showing a very significant effect (F(3, 57)=39.13, p <0.0001). Paired samples
t-tests with Holm correction were used to make post hoc comparisons between the
conditions. Similar to the performance results, there were significant differences between the SUS scores of all conditions (p<0.001) except for Letter Assignment and
Offset Menu (p=0.20). It is clear that Gaze & Click has the lowest and the mouse the
highest SUS score.
Figure 15 shows a histogram of the click alternative rankings. A Friedman rank
sum test was conducted to test the effect of the click alternative on rank, showing a
very significant effect (χ2= 39.74, df=3, p<0.0001). Paired Wilcoxon signed-rank

tests with Holm correction were used to make post hoc comparisons between the conditions. Consistent with the SUS scores, there were significant differences between
the ranks of all conditions (p<0.01) except for Letter Assignment and Offset Menu
(p=0.82). It is clear that Gaze & Click is ranked the worst and the mouse is ranked the
best. Some typical comments on usability from participants are as follows:
 “Letter assignment was a little troublesome actually having to wait for and read the
assigned letter, which is annoying when it’s not the first letter”
 “Offset menu is predictable and lots of visual feedback”
 “Offset menu was easy to use but still seemed like a strain on the eyes with continuous use”

Fig. 14. Mean SUS scores of the click alternatives

Fig. 15. Histogram of click alternative rankings

6

Discussion

As expected, the mouse was the fastest and most accurate click alternative, with the
best SUS score. This may be in part due to every participant being heavily used to it
and its easy learning curve. Gaze & Click has no support for helping users click links
accurately; therefore we expected it to be the least accurate click alternative, but not
necessarily the slowest. Interestingly, participants often went for one of two different
approaches. One was to click links quickly regardless of whether they were sure their
gaze position was on top of the right link, and the other was to spend a long time getting their gaze position to be stable on top of the right link before clicking the hotkey.
The first approach was very quick, often being faster than the mouse, but the second
approach sometimes took upwards of 10 seconds. Participants were told to “click
links as fast and as accurately as possible”, so participants had to decide whether to be
fast or to be accurate, as it was clearly not possible to do both.
From observation, participants had trouble deactivating the Offset Menu if none of
the options given were correct. There were two causes for this. First, the 200 ms deselection threshold was not explicitly explained to users beforehand. Second, some
users looked too far off-screen, breaking the line of sight with the gaze tracker. This
often caused the gaze position to freeze on a menu option. In both cases, the option
would still be selected when the user released the key.
From observation, Letter Assignment proved to be difficult for participants because the assigned letter for a link was not always the one they were expecting. For
example, two links “Citizenship” and “Countries” were often next to each other and
both assigned a letter. “Citizenship” would be assigned the ‘C’ key and “Countries”
would be assigned ‘O’. Participants would often click ‘C’ if they wanted to go to
“Countries”. Most of the time the assigned letter was the one the participants were
expecting, so it would trip them up when it was not.
For both Letter Assignment and Offset Menu, the speed was quite close to the
mouse if the target link was among the first links selected (either by displaying the
letters or showing the menu). However, if the target link was not immediately selected
for whatever reason, then this would at least double the click time: the user would
need to de-select and then re-select the options. This was not an issue for Gaze &
Click or the mouse, as both of them are modeless and do not need a selection/deselection process.
How do the presented gaze & key click alternatives compare to other gaze-based
click alternatives? It is difficult to compare the results of studies with different methodologies. However, some studies use hyperlink clicking tasks similar to the one presented here, so at least a discussion is possible. The purely gaze-based Multiple Confirm click alternative [20] seems slower than Letter Assignment and Offset Menu,
which is not surprising considering that no hardware buttons are used. Interestingly,
Multiple Confirm also seems more accurate, probably because it is harder to click
incorrect (and correct) links. EyePoint [13], which is another gaze & key click alternative, seems faster than Letter Assignment and Offset Menu, but less accurate than
Offset Menu. This could be because Offset Menu – in contrast to EyePoint – gives
clear feedback about the target that will be clicked.

7

Conclusion

Eye trackers may well be one of the next types of computer peripherals going mainstream. However, it is still a challenge to create added value off these devices in everyday computing. Using them as a pointing device seems natural, and combining
them with a keyboard to create a point-and-click interface may have advantages in
situations where the use of a mouse is inconvenient or impossible.
We designed and implemented novel gaze & key click alternatives combining eye
gaze tracking and keyboard input (Letter Assignment and Offset Menu), allowing
users to click targets on the screen without the mouse. These click alternatives are
able to mitigate some of the inaccuracies of eye gaze trackers and the eye, resulting in
an improved accuracy when compared to a naive click alternative based on direct
gaze pointing and a physical button (Gaze & Click). They are still significantly slower
and less accurate than the mouse, however, we believe that with more work they
could become realistic mouse replacements for certain situations.
One major issue found during the experiments was calibration: it was frequently
necessary to recalibrate the gaze tracker, and many participants found this tiring and
time-consuming. As a consequence, the use of methods for automatic or simplified
calibration should be considered. Furthermore, there are problems of the proposed
click alternatives that should be addressed, e.g. the assignment of unintuitive letters to
targets in Letter Assignment and difficulties with the de-selection of potential targets
in Offset Menu.
Finally, there are some open questions. For example, in how far did touch typing
skills affect the performance of Letter Assignment? What are the long-term effects of
using gaze & key click alternatives? How do such click alternatives compare to other
pointing devices such as trackpads and touchscreens? We hope to answer some of
these questions in future work.
Acknowledgements. We would like to acknowledge Abdul Moiz Penkar for his work
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